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West Key Number System

Access the most comprehensive and widely-used
indexing system for caselaw materials to make
your legal research easier, more accurate, and
more relevant.

General Counsel Resources

Access a library of resources organized
specifically for corporate legal professionals.

Subscriber Pricing Guide

See hourly and transactional pricing information
for WestlawNext content and services.

My Content

Access a comprehensive list of content included in
your organization’s WestlawNext subscription.

TWEN

The West Education Network (TWEN) is an online
extension of the law school classroom at
lawschool.westlaw.com, the virtual law school
community.

lawschool.westlaw.com

The most comprehensive Web site for law school
students and faculty.

Westlaw Classic

Access to your Westlaw Classic page.

50 State Survey Builder (on
Westlaw.com)

Create a customized survey of federal and state
laws and regulations governing a selected
subject, such as the broker-dealer requirements
under blue sky laws.

Alert Center

Stay on top of changes to topics, regulations, or

BrowseBrowse

Matter Benchmark Reports

Create and customize benchmark

reports to effectively evaluate,

manage and negotiate fees and

expenses. Learn more
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statutes. Create automatic searches and be
notified of new results daily, weekly or monthly.

Arbitration Awards & Materials

Access a comprehensive collection of domestic
and international arbitration materials including
arbitration awards, rules, arbitrator profiles,
directories and analytical sources.

Capitol Watch

Easily identify, monitor, track, and report on every
regulation and bill that is critical to you.

Case Evaluator

Compile verdict trends, excerpts from verdicts and
court documents, and medical and expert
information into a single custom report.

Court Wire (on Westlaw.com)

Learn about new civil cases the day they're filed in
selected state and federal courts nationwide.
Create email and RSS Court Feeds and
Newsletters to monitor complaints across
industries, clients and practice areas.

Expert Center

Search all of the expert materials available on
Westlaw from one place.

Judicial Motion & Reversal Reports

View judicial trends to aid in strategy and client
expectations, including a judge's propensity to
grant or deny motions, estimated time taken to
rule, and frequency of reversal on appeal.

Matter Benchmark Reports

Tools that provide insight into how you and the
attorneys you work with compare with industry
benchmarks, using actual law firm billing rates and
expenses for analysis and trending.

Medical Litigator

Search medical guides, summaries, journals,
abstracts, and illustrations along with legal
resources with a single search. Your search is
enhanced with medical synonyms and links case
law and analytical content to medical information.

PeopleMap
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Use an interactive graphical view and smart linking
technology to quickly discover relationships
between people and billions of assets and other
public records. Create professional reports to
share your findings.

Profiler

Research professional experiences of key
attorneys, judges, arbitrators and expert
witnesses and set up Alerts for future activity. Link
to a full list of their cases, jury verdicts,
depositions and briefs, or see their articles in bar
journals, law reviews, MEDLINE abstracts, and
other sources.

Reg & Leg Center

Conduct legislative and regulatory research
across multiple jurisdictions, allowing you to stay
abreast of emerging topics. Create Custom
Reports from your results that you can search for
up to one year, and set up topical alerts that will
notify you when a document meeting your search
criteria is added to Westlaw.
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